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M-9 When the tent meets the wooden house, it creates an extreme, unique upper and lower double-layer design, which seems to add a small 

attic; at nighty Ft talks with the stars and blends with nature. Let people get back to nature, forget their troubles and fatigue, and 

comprehend life's spiritual rest in peace and nature.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址 7<n^fJ：-. - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Rain fly material standard rain； 420g cotton canvas

Inner material： 360g cotton canvasr waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof： 8-9 level, 50-88km/h

Structural material： main pole, BO mm synthetic anticorrosive wood, surface polishing, 

anti-corrosion treatment with wood wax oil; connecting pole. 88mm steel pipe wall 

thickness 2.0mm;Black, outdoor special painting treatmer^t/argon arc welding (durable 

under the sun and rain).

Fabric material： 420g cotton canvas, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm UV protect 50+. 
fine resistance

(CPAI-84)US standard, mildew proof Anti-mosquito

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(nn) Overall area ( mr) indoor {rrf )
M-9 5.0*9.0*3.6 4.7*6* 3.3 45.0 28.2

M-8 Duplex Tent Indoor Drawing M-8 Duplex Tent Dimensions
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M-9  LOFT When the tent meets the wooden house, it creates an extreme, unique upper and lower double-layer design, which seems to add 

a small attic; at nighty Ft talks with the stars and blends with nature. Let people get back to nature, forget their troubles and fatigue, 

and comprehend life's spiritual rest in peace and nature.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址 7<n^fJ：-. - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Rain fly material standard rain； cotton canvas

Inner material： 360g cotton canvasr waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof： 8-9 level, 50-88km/h

Structural material： main pole, BO mm synthetic anticorrosive wood, surface polishing, 

anti-corrosion treatment with wood wax oil; connecting pole. 88mm steel pipe wall 

thickness 2.0mm;Black, outdoor special painting treatmer^t/argon arc welding (durable 

under the sun and rain).

Fabric material： 420g cotton canvas, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm UV protect 50+. 
fine resistance

(CPAI-84)US standard, mildew proof Anti-mosquito

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(nn) Overall area ( mr) indoor {rrf )
 first floor 5.0*9.0*4.5 4.7*6.0*4.3 45 28.2

second floor -------------- 4.7*6.0*1.9 ---- 28.2

M-8 Duplex Tent Indoor Drawing M-8 Duplex Tent Dimensions
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 M - 8 mini loft  Due to the unique wooden structure, the tents are cleverly integrated in the mountains and grasslands. 
The classical decoration style and modern technology products are perfectly combined, simple and not 
monotonous. They are interlaced and integrated to form the most classic indoor art.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F

Color: Army green & khaki

Outer cover material: 1680D PU coatin oxford fabric

Inner cover material: 900D PU coatin oxford fabric

Water proof: Water resistant pressure (WP7000) UV proof: UV proof (UV50+)

Structure: Ф80mm synthesize anticorrosion wood Wind Load: 88km/h

Connecting pipe: Ф86mm stainless steel pipe

Door: 1 door with zipper mesh  Window: 9 windows with zipper mesh

Accessories:Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc,

Model NO- Over«i II size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m* ) Indoor (rrf )

 first floor ----------- 3.5*5.1*2.3 ------ 19.4
second floor 4.0*5*3.6 3.5*4.7*3.3 20 16.5

M-8 mini loft  Tent Indoor Drawing M-8 mini loft  Tent Dimensions

uriz
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 M - 8 Due to the unique wooden structure, the tents are cleverly integrated in the mountains and grasslands. The classical 
decoration style and modern technology products are perfectly combined, simple and not monotonous. They are 
interlaced and integrated to form the most classic indoor art.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F

Rain fly material： standard rain fly/1680D strong oxford material/ 7SOg Stretch film

Inner material； 900D st rang oxford, waterproof SOOOmrn

Wind proof：   S0-B8km/h

Structural matenah main pale. 80m<Ti syriihetic anti-corrosive wood, iurface polishing, anti-

corrosion treatment, with wood wax oil; connecting pole. 88mm pipe wall thickness. 2.0mm. 

Black, outdoor special pamting ireaiment/argan arc welding (durable uhdt?r the sun and rain).

Fabric material： 16S0D strong oxford material, PU Coating, waterproof 7000mm, UV protect 

50*, fire nesistance ( CPAI-84 ) US stBrtdard, mildew proof. And-mosquito, Army green

Model NO- Over«i II size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m* ) Indoor (rrf )

M-8 5*9.0*4M 4.7*6.25*3.5M 45 29.3

M-8 Tent Indoor Drawing M-8 Tent Dimensions

uriz
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M8-T  Modern interior construction, suitable for bathroom, bedding and other facilities. So that you can enjoy

the convenience and comfort of a S-star hotel lifestyle in wild nature.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea ( M ) indoor ( mJ)
M8-T 5*9*3*4.5*4 4 13.5 40.8

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ 750g Stretch him

Inner material; 420g cotton canvas, waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof: 8-10level. 62-102km/h

Structural material： main. polei 80mm synthetic anti-corrosive wood, surface polishi^ 

anti-corrosion treatment with wood wax。巾 connecting pole, 88rum steel pipe wall 

thickness. 2.0mm, Black, outdoor gpeoal painting trpatmem/argtin art welding (durable 

under LhG 5un and rain).

Fabric material: 750gStretch film. self-wash function, waterpfcx>f 10000mm, UV protect 

50+, fire nesistaoce ( CPA!-84 } US stBrtdflrd, mildew proof, An th mosquito. Army green

M8-T  Tent Indoor Drawing M8-T  lent Dimensions



M Based on simple and elegant, from the exterior decoration materials to the interior decorationt

sil use simplest wood and doth. The natural fhvor will bring you back to the era of the grassland nation.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizetm) Indoor $ize(m) Overall m习(m') Indoor ( rtf )
M 35*6*3.5 <6*4*3.5 0 18.4

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ Gauze/ 1680D Strong Oxford

Inner material； 90OD Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof: B-iOkv^l, 50-88km/h

Structural material： main. polei 80mm synthetic anti-corrosive wood, surface polishi^ 

anti-corrosion treatment with wood wax。巾 connecting pole, 88rum steel pipe wall 

thickness. 2.0mm, Black, outdoor gpeoal painting trpatmem/argtin art welding (durable 

under LhG 5un and rain).

Fabric material: 1680D Strong Oxford. PU Coatiivg, waterproof 7000mm, iJV protect 50+r 

fire resistance (CPAb84 ) US standard, mildew proof. Anti-mosquto. Beige

M Tent Drawing  M Tent Dimensions

15； 16
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I Small A The comfortable and natural integrated space design, Top-ievel rain fly and fabric matching 

the best leisure place for dinner and dating, will leave you unforgettable memories.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址 7<n^fJ：-. - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m1) Indoor (m1)

Small A 4.5*3.5 3.86*3.86*3.2 20 14.2

Ram fly material： 1680DStrong Oxford

Inner material： 900D strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof： 8-10 level 50-88lcin/h
Structural material: mam poier 80mm ^yrttheilc anti-corrosive wood, surface polishing； 

anti-corrosion treatment with wood wax oil; conr^ecting pole, 88mrn steel pipe wall 

thickn.es 2.0mmr Black, outdoor spinal painting treatment/argon arc welding (durable 

under  sun and rain),

Fabric material： 168OD Strong Oxford. Pl) Coating, waterproof 730mm UV protect 50+. 

fire resistance (CRAI-84) US standard, mildew proof, Anti-mosquito. Beige

Small A Tent Drawing Small A Tent Dimensions
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K--200  The comfortable and natural integrated space design, Top-ievel rain fly and fabric matching the 

best leisure place for dinner and dating, will leave you unforgettable memories.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址 7<n^fJ：-. - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m1) Indoor (m1)

K-200 4*6*3.8 3.5*3.7*3.5 24 13

Outer cover material:1680D PU coatin oxford fabric Or gauze curtain

Inner cover material:900D PU coatin oxford fabric

Water proof:Water resistant pressure (WP7000)

UV proof:UV proof (UV50+)

Structure:Ф80mm antiseptic wood   Wind Load:88km/h

Connecting pipe:Ф83mm stainless steel pipe

Door:1 door with zipper mesh   Window: 4 windows with zipper mesh

Accessories:Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc,

K -200 Tent Drawing K -200 Tent Dimensions
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M-10 Based on simple and elegant, from the exterior decoration materials to the interior decorationt

sil use simplest wood and doth. Perfect for outdoor party weddings.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea (mJ ) indoor ( mJ)
   M-10 10*10*7.48 12.2*12.2*7.48 117 78.5

Outer cover material:420gcanvas
Inner cover material：210gcotton
Water proof:Water resistant pressure (WP7000)
UV proof:UV proof (UV50+)
Structure:Ф80mm antiseptic wood
Wind Load:88km/h
Connecting pipe:Ф83mm stainless steel pipe
Accessories:Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc,   
Color: Khaki

Tent Folded Size Tent deployment size
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M-11 Luxurious and light luxury style, from exterior materials to interior

They all look high end. Ideal for high end resort hotels.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea (mJ ) indoor ( mJ)
   M-11 6.6*5.9*3.89 7.62*6.9*4.67 52.6 39

Outer cover material:420g cotton canvas fabric
Inner cover material:360g cotton canvas fabric
Water proof:Water resistant pressure (WP7000)
UV proof:UV proof (UV50+)
Structure:Ф80mm synthesize anticorrosion wood
Wind Load:88km/h
Connecting pipe:Ф86mm stainless steel pipe
Door:1 door with zipper mesh
6Window:9 windows with zipper mesh
Accessories:Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc,  
Color:khaki

M11 Tent Indoor Drawing M11 outdoor renderings
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M-13  Luxurious and light luxury style, from exterior materials to interior

They all look high end. Ideal for high end resort hotels.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea (mJ ) indoor ( mJ)
   M-13 5*5*3.6 25

Outer cover material: tensile membrane
Inner cover material: Canvas/Oxford
Water proof: Water resistant pressure (WP7000)
UV proof: UV proof (UV50+)
Structure: Q235 steel pipe
Wind Load: 88km/h
Connecting pipe: Q235 steel pipe
Door: 2 door with zipper mesh
6Window: 6 windows with zipper mesh
Accessories: Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc, 
 Color: khaki

M13 Tent Indoor Drawing M13 outdoor renderings
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M-14  Luxurious and light luxury style, from exterior materials to interior

They all look high end. Ideal for high end resort hotels.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea (mJ ) indoor ( mJ)
   M-14 5*9*4 4.5*6.4*2.8 45 28.8

Outer cover material: 420g Oxford cloth
Inner cover material: 360g Oxford cloth
Water proof: Water resistant pressure (WP7000)
UV proof: UV proof (UV50+)
Structure: Ф80mm synthesize anticorrosion wood
Wind Load: 88km/h  
Connecting pipe: Ф86mm stainless steel pipe
Door: 1 door with zipper mesh
Window: 9 windows with zipper mesh
Accessories:  Stainless steel bolt and nail, plastic buckle, wind ropes etc,

M14 Tent Indoor Drawing M14 outdoor renderings
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I T - 9 Gorgeous and natural, humanized and comfortable facilities and space design, finally upgraded to Model CABANA-T-9

XTFEN REKL CRFATF         COfeWWIAF- F NAT LA

r 州!

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( nV ) Indoor (m")

T-9 5*736 4.5*4.3'3.1 35 19.35
Lengthen T-9 5*9*36 4.5*6.0*31 45 25.80

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ 1680D Strong Oxford/ 750g Stretch film
Inner material： MOD strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

wind proof： 8-10level, 50-88km/h

Structural material: main pole, 76mm galvanized steel pole, 15mm wall thickness. 

Connecting pole, 83mm steel pole, 2 0mm wall tt^ckness. outdoor speoal pointing 

treatment/argon arc welding (durable under the sun and rain)

Fabric material： 16a0D Strong Oxford. PU Coating. waierprooF 7000mm. UV protect 

50+, fire resistance (CPAI-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Anti-mosquito, Seige

T-9 Tent Drawing T-91ent Dimensions
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I T-9 Shape Bar Multifunctional restaurant design, multifunctional hallr tent supermarket, tent bar,

conference hall. etc. Large space is its advantage and can enjoy the same treatment as boutique hotels.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Rain fly material: Standard rain fly/ 7S0g Stretch fiim

Inner matericik 9000 Strong Oxford, waterproof SOOOmm

Wind proof： S-10 level, 62-102km/ii

Structural material： main pole. 76mm gMuam把d 馱盹I pole, 1,5mm wall thickness, 

Connecting pole. 83rnm steel pol色 2.0mm wall thtckness, Black, outdoor special 

painting treatment/argon arc welding (durable under the sun and rain).

Fabric material： 7S0g Stretch film, self-wash function, waterproof 10000mm. UV protect 

S0+, fire resistance ( CPAI-04 ) US s^nd^id, mildew proof. Anh-mosqullo. Beige

Model NO. Overall Indoor size(m) Overall area ( mr) Indoor ( m1)

T-9 Shape Bar   4.6*11.5*15 60 52.9
Lengthened T-9 
Shape bar

5.6*175*18 108 98

T-Shape Bar 5.7*117+5*4.7*3.

5*12 * 4
6*18*4.37

6*12+5^5*4.2 8 97 90.19

T-Shape Bar Drawing Lengthened bar ( 6*18M } Dimensions
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I NC - 900 Integrating with nature, away from the fast pace of the city, the combination of simple natural exterior

design with comfortable and luxurious interior decoration is 3 gre^t choice for relaxation.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址 7<n^fJ：-. - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall size(m) indoor sizetm) Overall area ( m") Indoor (N)

MC*900 5*7*3.6 19.34.5*3*31 S

Rain fly material： standard m弟 fly/16800 Strong Oxford/ 750g Stretch film

Inner material: 900DStrong： Oxford, waterproof 5000mm
Wind proof： 8 10 level 5。山歆m/h

Structural material： mam pole, 76mm galvanized steel pole, l.Smm wall thickness. 

Connecting pole. 83rnm steel pol* 2.0mm wall thickness, outd<x>r special painting 

(reatment/argon arc 疵I盛凹(durable under the sun and rai n).

Fabric material: 16S0D Strong Oxford. PU Coating, waterproof 7000mm, UV protect SO*, 

fire resistance (CPAI-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Anti-mosquito, Beige

NC-900 Tent Drawing NC-900 Tent Dimensions

23124
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I C - 500 The designer uses a lot of transparent walls to create a feeling of being integrated with nature, which makes people

feel comfortable. Sometimes the meaning of travel is not only in the love of mountains and rivers,, but also in enjoying life.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m1 ) Indoor ( m')
C-500 4.6*111*3,5 41  *33

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/7S0g Stretch film

Inner material： 36DG cotton canvas, waterproof SOOOimm

Wind proof: B-1Q level 62-102km/h

Structural material： mam pole. 7&mm galvanized steel pole, 1.5mm wall thickness, 

Connecting pole. 83mm ste«l pole, 2.0mm wall thickness, black, cxjtdoor special painting 

treatmem/argon arc welding (durable under the sun and rain).

Fabric material: 750G Stretch Film, self wash fuction. waterproof 10000mm, UV protect 

50+,. fire resistance

(CRW-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Antl-mesqurtor Beige

500 Tent Drawing C^500Tent Dimensions

2SI2S
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I C - 300 Simulate the natural form of plants, bend the steel poles into an arc to build a more stable figure, gorgeous and natural.

allowing you to blend into nature.

PCK饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall srze(m) Indoor s^e(m) Overall area ( md) Indoor ( nf )

C-300  42.0 20.2
C-300 lengthen 5.1*9.0*41 45.

4.5*4.5
4.5*6.0*3,

8
9 27.0

Rain fly matw⑶：standard    fly/ 168QD Strong Oxford/750g Stretch film

Inner material 9C0D Strong Oxford, waterproof SOOOfnm

Wind proof； level 5O-8fikrn/h

Stfuctucal material: m«iin poler 76mm galvanized steel pole, 1.5mm wall thickness. 

Connecting pole. 83mm steel pole. 2.0mm 网洲 thickness, White / outdoor special parting 

treatment /argon arc welding (durable under ihesun^Ad rain),

Fabric matenal: 1680D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 7000mm, UV protect 50+, 

(ire resistance

(CPAI-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Anti-rnosquito, Beige

C-300 Tent Drawing C-300 Tent Dimensions

27F28



I G - 100 When the khaki tent is tucked into the beautiful scenery, the small space is equipped with various styles of bedding and household items. Everything reflects 
the unique charm of nature, and is committed to allowing tourists to enjoy the services of high-end hotels while getting close to nature.

KTT04 nrSOFT； CBFATF W**/ COMRWT砰 T NA—

Model NO Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m") Indoor ( m')
G 100 4.5-3.3 3.8*3*3           16.11.8 3

Rain fly material: standard ram fly/ 1680D Strong Oxford/ 750g Stretch film

Inner mater>al 9O0D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof： 8-9 level, 50-83km/h

Structural matenak mam pole, 5O*5Omm gaMen世ed square steel pole, 2.0mm waJI 

thickness, Connecting pole U-Shape Steel trough, 5mm wall IhkknesslStrong}, Orange / 

outdoor special painting treatment /argon 恥 welding (durable undei the sun and rain),

Fabric material 1680D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 7000mm, UV protect 50*, 

fire resistance

(CPAI 84 ) US standard, mildew proof Antl-mosquita, Light khaki

G-100 Tent Drawing G 100 Tent Dimensions

2530
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I G - 200 The upgraded series of G-100r if you are tired of boutique hotels or fast hotels, you can try Boteen tent with the concept

of returning to nature and advocating simplicity, and enjoy the tranquility of nature under the blue sky

Kirm* umrr CWEMT       coiwow

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( m') Indoor ( m')
G 200 4*75-3.6 33.8*3*3 0 16.3

Rain fly material: standard ram fly/ 1680D Strong Oxford/ 750g Stretch film

Inner mater>al 9O0D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof： 8-9 level, 50-83km/h

Structural matenak mam pole, 5O*5Omm gaMen世ed square steel pole, 2.0mm waJI 

thickness, Connecting pole U-Shape Steel trough, 5mm wall IhkknesslStrong}, Orange / 

outdoor special painting treatment /argon 恥 welding (durable undei the sun and rain),

Fabric material 1680D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 7000mm, UV protect 50*, 

fire resistance

(CPAI 84 ) US standard, mildew proof Antl-mosquita, Light khaki

G-200 Tent drawing G-200Tent dimensions

31132



I B - 100 The inside of the tent can be arranged into various types of themed tents, with a small space for comfortable luxury campEng.

For example, Egypt, Paris and other decoration styles are comparable to ordinary boutique hotels, creating a comfortable sense of space.

WTfPN flFWFC FflFATf          rnMFQIS5AS：r 舶r 河如

Model NC. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area (对) Indoor ( m1)

8-100  37*3.7*4 06'*61.6*3.1S 3 12.2

Rain fly EM前al: standard rain fly/ 900。Strong Oxford

Inner material： 900D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof: 7 8 level, 5D-88km/h

Structural material； mam polef 4Smm galvanized steel pole, 1.5mm wall thickness 

(strong and stainless). Connecting pole. 50mm steel pole, 15mrn 

wall !hickne$5(strong), black / outdoor special painting treatment /argon arc welding 

(durable under 由府 sun and rain).

Fabric material: 9O0D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm, UV protect 50+. 

fire resistance

(CRW-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Antl-mesqurtor Beige

B-100 Tent drawing B-100 Tent dimensions
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I B - 300 As Boteen' s most popular catering and conference tent, it uses the smallest space to highlight the most luxurious products

and strives to bring people the most extreme outdoor experience,

MTTP，MHOEO CWJMT GC^SKXQ cawra<n*Kr NAIWU.

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ 9000 Strong Oxford

Inner matenal 9O0D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof： B-9 level, 50-Wkm/h

Structural material: mam pole, 76mm galvanized steel pole. 1.5mm wall thickness, 

Connecting pole, 83mm steel pole, 20mm wall th<ckness(strong) black/outdoor special 

painting treatment /argon arc welding (durable under the sun and ram).

Fabric material 9O0D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm. UV protect 50*. 

fire resistance

(CPAI 84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Anti mosquito, Beige

Model NO Overall size(m) Indoor siie(m) Overall area ( m*) Indoor ( m*)
B-300 3*3*3 2.7*2.7'2.8 9 7.29

B-300 Tent drawing B-300 Tent dimensions

35136



BOTEEN OUTDOOR | OwtMR. GorRBOut. Nature

I B - 400 The inspiration comes from the feelings of life, as if you are in the forest. The perfect combination of cloth

and board gives you a primitive life experience.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO.  Indoor size(mOverall size(m) ) Overall area ( m*) Indoor ( m1)
B-400 2.7*27*2.3*4.5*3 8 13.5 7.29         |

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ 900D Strong Oxford

Inner material: 900D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof: 8-9 level, 50-88km/h

Structural material: main pole, 76mm galvanized steel pole, 1.5mm wall thickness, 

Connecting pole, 83mm steel pole, 2.0mm wall thickness(strong), black / outdoor special 

painting treatment/argon arc welding (durable under the sun and rain).

Fabric material: 900D Strong Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm, UV protect 50+, 

fire resistance

(CPAI-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, Anti-mosquito, Beige

B-400 Tent drawing B-400 Tent dimensions
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carriage tent conestoga wagon carriage tent is the most popular glamping tent one ，It  "Fully functional, 2M long, 2× 1M9 wide, lying 
area can be opened at both ends, storage,  "adopt solid natural rubber tire, with wear resistance, high temperature resistance, skid 
resistance, corrosion resistance and anti-static characteristics.  Flexible and mobile, it is the first choice for outdoor tents。

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall sizefm) indoor size(m) Overall srea (mJ ) indoor ( mJ)
carriage tent 6.4*2.2*2.6 5.6*1.8*1.9 52.6 39

Color: burlywood color, or customized
Shock absorption：Use custom 8mm spring, each car has 4 groups of spring 
composition,good damping effect, high durability.
braking systems：Tubing using copper tube, copper tube corrosion resistance, 
Electric car brake, using hydraulic hub brake.
Wheel tyre："Adopt solid natural rubber tire, with wear resistance, high 
temperature resistance, skid resistance, corrosion resistance and
anti-static characteristics.
Sparepart：All U wire, screws, nuts, hub sleeve are galvanized, anticorrosive and 
rust resistant.

carriage tent Tent Indoor Drawing carriage tent outdoor renderings



BOHEN OinDCXM | Craattve. Go^raus. Native

Star Capsule double layer Star Capsule double layer is an innovative mobile building developed by the company from a new design. Created with the starry sky as the main image, 
it combines the creative elements of sci-fi future and nature. It has a shock-resistant structure, a space aluminum alloy shell, a double-layer broken bridge glass, 
a multi-layer thermal insulation and waterproof system, and a solid wood interior, which can be used for more than 20 years. 
You can choose different configurations for star capsules, skylights, bathrooms and more.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Diameter dimension(m) area covered ( m1)
Star Capsule    

double layer 4.5*4.26m ---
Frame Material:Aluminum wood structure

Cover Material:Aluminum veneer    Use Life:20 years

Door:Ladder remote control on and off  Wind Load:100km/h

Window:Triangular glass skylight    Snow Load:75kg/㎡

Features:100% waterproof, flame retardent, anti mildew, anti corrosion,UV protection

Temperature:Can resist temperature from -30℃ to 60℃

Accessories:fixed base, crew and so on

Star Capsule inner drawing Star Capsule outdoor renderings
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Star Capsule single layer Star Capsule single layer is an innovative mobile building developed by the company from a new design. Created with the starry sky as the main image, 
it combines the creative elements of sci-fi future and nature. It has a shock-resistant structure, a space aluminum alloy shell, a double-layer broken bridge glass, 
a multi-layer thermal insulation and waterproof system, and a solid wood interior, which can be used for more than 20 years. 
You can choose different configurations for star capsules, skylights, bathrooms and more.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Diameter dimension(m) area covered ( m1)
Star Capsule    

single layer 6m 28
Frame Material:Aluminum wood structure

Cover Material:Aluminum veneer    Use Life:20 years

Door:Ladder remote control on and off  Wind Load:100km/h

Window:Triangular glass skylight    Snow Load:75kg/㎡

Features:100% waterproof, flame retardent, anti mildew, anti corrosion,UV protection

Temperature:Can resist temperature from -30℃ to 60℃

Accessories:fixed base, crew and so on

Star Capsule inner drawing Star Capsule outdoor renderings
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I Dome  tent Perfectly combining modernization and nature, the overall function of this tent has a sense of elegance

that transcends time and fashion.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Diameter dimension(m) area covered ( m1)

dome tent 5/6/8 19.62/28.26/50.24

Fabric material: 850G Stretch film, Transparent thickness 0.5mm

Lining material: High quality stretch cotton, thickness 1mm

Wind proof: 8-9 level, 50-88km/h

Structural material: Galvanized steel pole with white paint, out diameter 26-28mm, 
wall thickness

1.5mm-2mm, mildew proot Anti-mosquito, Beige

Ball shape tent inner drawing Ball shape tent dimensions
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Glass domee is an innovative mobile building developed by the company from a new design. Created with the starry sky as the main image, 
it combines the creative elements of sci-fi future and nature. It has a shock-resistant structure, a space aluminum alloy shell, a double-layer broken bridge glass, 
a multi-layer thermal insulation and waterproof system, and a solid wood interior, which can be used for more than 20 years. 
You can choose different configurations for star capsules, skylights, bathrooms and more.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Diameter dimension(m) area covered ( m1)

glass dome 4-8m ---

Frame Material:Aluminum alloy 6063-T5 glass ball triangle frame (aluminum alloy)

Frame profile section width 50mm; thickness 2mm

Frame material: high-strength oxidized aluminum alloy material, no rust, no deformation, 
anti-corrosion, strong and tasteless; the service life is more than 30 years;

Frame colors available:Double-layer hollow coated tempered glass, coating color: 
emerald green, sky blue

Note: The glass can be double-layer hollow tempered glass (5+9A+5) or double-layer 
laminated tempered glass

Glass coating color can be selected: emerald green, sky blue, gray, transparent, etc.

(The service life of glass is more than 20 years)Window:Triangular glass skylight    
Snow Load:75kg/㎡

Features:100% waterproof, flame retardent, anti mildew, anti corrosion,UV protection

Temperature:Can resist temperature from -30℃ to 60℃

Accessories:fixed base, crew and so on

Glass dome inner drawing Glass dome outdoor renderings
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bubble house The PC Clear Dome Tent/Transparent Bubble House is made of high-quality polycarbonate sheets imported from Bayer. It is colorless 
and odorless, flame-retardant, high-strength, easy to clean, and the surface is co-extruded with a 50um high-quality UV anti-ultraviolet absorbent layer. 
The warranty is 20 years. The skeleton, top and bottom are made of high-strength aviation aluminum profiles, which greatly improves the wind resistance 
and snow load resistance of the star room. It has high safety and strong protection, which increases the safety of passengers living outdoors and dining. 
Adopting modular installation design, easy installation and disassembly process, low on-site assembly cost..

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Diameter dimension(m) area covered ( m1)

bubble house --2-6m -

Frame Material:Aviation aluminum alloy

Wall Material:Clear Polycarbonate

Use Life:20 years

Door:1 aluminum alloy

Wind Load:100km/h  Window:2-3 widnows Snow Load: 75kg/㎡

Features: 100% waterproof, flame retardent, anti mildew, anti corrosion,UV protection

Temperature: Can resist temperature from -40℃ to 70℃

Accessories: fixed base, crew and so on

bubble house inner drawing bubble house outdoor renderings
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ICupid Tent The heart-shaped space of two rooms and one hail which interprets the concept of "home" is the original intention of this series;
"home"1 is a kind of destination, a harbor where the heart rests, and it can give people a warm feelrng. Boteen Luxury Tent is 
committed to making every tent feel cordial, comfortable and casual.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F

Model NO. Overall srzeCm) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( M ) Indoor ( mJ )

Cupid Tent 7 6*7.8*35 4*4.2*13 60.8 16.fi

Rain fly material: standard rain fly/ 750g Stretch film

Inner material： 900D Strong Oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof: B-1Q level 62-102km/h

Structural material； main pole. 7&mm galvanised steel pole, 1.5mm 响，E thickness, 

Connecting pole. 83mm steel pole, 2.0mm wait thickness(strongX black / outdoor special 

painting treatment /argon anc welding (durable under the sun and rain).

Fabric material: 750G Stretch Film, self-wash funcliGn. waterproof 10000mm. UM protect 

50+, fire resrstance (CPAb8^ ) US standard, mildew proof, Antl-mosquhia Beige

Cupid Tent inner drawing Cupid Tent dimensions
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I Water drop starry sky tent It can be well integrated into the surrounding natural environment, and its internal structure can bring more spacious 
accommodation space, and there is a transparent ceiling above the tent. When night falls, open the ceiling to 
experience the fun of the starry sky.

BOTEEN RESOECT CREATE GORGEOUS COMFORTABLE NATURAL

Model NO. Whole size(m)
Whole 

areaCm1) cloth

Water drop 

starry sky tent

4*4*2.85 12.56
Oxford / cotton5*5*3.15 19.62

6*6*3.50 28.26

Fabric material: 900D Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm, UV protect 50+, fire 

resistance ( CPAI-84 ) US standard, mildew proot 285g cotton, PU Coating, waterproof 

3000mm, mildew proof UV protect Wind proof: 5-6 level, 34-44km/h

Ceiling: Low temperature resistant transparent TPU (-40 degrees Celsius)

Groundsheet: 540g fire-retardant PVC, waterproof 5000mm, mildew proof Moisture proof

Center pole: 38mm*1.5mm galvanized steel pole, side poles: 13mm fiberglass

Water drop starry sky tent inner drawing Water drop starry sky tent dimensions
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I BELL - 400 Simple design, unique spire shape let you enjoy the original and natural feeling; affordable price, easy to build St store, easy to carry.

it is deeply loved by customers.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO Whole size(m) Whole area(m') cloth

BELL - 400

3*3*2.0 7.00

Oxford / cotton

4*4*25 12.56

5*5*30 19.62

6*6*35 2826
7*7*35 38.47

Fabric matehal: 900D Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof SOOOmm. UV protect S0+. 

fire resistance

(CPAl•酗)US standard, mildew proof, 320g cotton, PU Coating, waterproof 3000mm, 

mildew proot UV protect

Wind proof 5-6 level, 34 44km/h

Groundsheel 540g fire retardant PVCr waterproof 5000mm, miMi?w proot Moisture 

proof

Support poles. 3B*1 Smin giilvrimzed steel pole, door pole 19*1 Omm galvanized 

Meel pole

BELL MOOT包 nt inner drawing BELL-400 Tent dimensions

45： 4G
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I BELL - 460 How can you miss the tent when playing outdoors? The tent is a good "canopyn friend for outdoor play. The designer of this tent 
designed a large space of 6*4 meters and designed three doors in different directions, so that passengers do not have to worry 
about entering and exiting, even if there are more friends, the entry and exit will still Convenience and adds a feeling ofa,home''

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F

Model NO Whole size(m) Whole area(m,) ""
SELL-460 4*6*3 Oxford / cotton 

Fabric material: 900D Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm.. UV protect 50+(ftr^ 

resistance

(CPAl-84 ) US standard, mildew proof, 320g cotton, PU Coating, waterproof 3000mm, 

mildew proot UV protect

Wind proof: 5-6 level, 34-44km/h

Ground sheet S^Og fine-retardant PVCf waterproof 5000mm, mildew proof. Moisture 

proof

Support pales 38*15mm galvanized steel pole, door pole: 19* 1.0mm galvanized 

Steel pole

BELL-460 Tent inner drawing BELL-460 Tent dimensions
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I BELL - 500 Retaining the original camping flavor the inner tent is an independent yurt, which is easy to build and store. The canopy is like a root

adding a different feeling With a simple home style, it creates a comfortable and comfortable outdoor living

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall $rze(m) Indoor size(rn) Overall area ( nnf) Indoor ( m1 )
BELL- 500 5*7*2 8 35 11

Rain fly rftater^l: standard rain fly/ 1680D strong oxford

Inner material: 9O0D Strong oxford, waterproof 5000mm

Wind proof . &9 level, 50-88km/h

Structurjil material; ma泊 pole, 46<Tini galvanized steel pole, 1.5mm wall thickness 

(strong and painless), Connecting pole. SOmm steel polefstr&ng), / outdoor special 

painting treatment /argon arc welding (durable under the sun end rain).

Fabric materialS80D Strong Oxford, PU Coating』waierproQf 5000mm, UV protect 50

七 fire resistance

(CPAi 84 } US standard, mildew proof, Anti^rnasquito, Beige

BELL-500 Tent Inner drawing BELL-500 Tent Dimensions
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1 BELL-600 The ueaves" design makes the passengers fee) more happy while using it. There is no noisy, no trouble, and bland life here.

Living here is not only a sleep, but also a kind of thinking about "sleep" . Make your heart return to nature.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model NO. Overall size(m) Indoor size(m) Overall area ( hf )
BELL - 600 45*45*45*6.5*3 3

Fabric material: 900D Oxford, PU Coating, waterproof 5000mm.. UV protect 50+(ftr^ 

resistance ( CPA1-S4 ) US standard, mildew proof, 320g cotton, PU Coating, waterproof 

3000(nm, mildew proof UV protect Wind proof 5-6 level, ^4^4krn/h

Ground^heot: 540g fire-retardant PVtr waterprcof 5000mm, mildew proot Moisture proof

Support poles： 18*1 Smm galvanised steel pol色 19mm ga^anized steel pole; 19mm 

extension pole

BELL-600 Tent inner drawing BELL-600 Tent dimensions
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Indian Spire tent It is very easy to disassemble and assemble. It is equipped with a very comfortable bed and blanket inside-

You can enjoy the romantic starry sky as Song as you lie down, and you will be immersed in the natural beauty for a moment.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Mode! NO. Whole size(m) Whole area(m') cloth

Indian spire tent

3*3*Z5 7.00

Oxford / cotton
4M*3.O 12.55

5*5*35 19.62
6*6 M.Q 28.26

Fabric matk 900D Oxford( PU Coating( waterproof 5000mm, UV protect 50+(fire 

resistance (CPA^-84 ) US standard, mildew proof. 320g cotton. PU Cgting」waterproof 

3(K)0rnnnf mikiew prooff UV protect Wind proof: 5-6 level 34'44km/h

Ground she«i: S40g fire-retardant PVCr waterproof 50130mm, mildew proot Moisture 

proof

Support pales: 38*l.Smmgaivanjzed steel pole

Indian Tent inner drawing Indian Tent dimensions
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Itouareg The exterior is a simple and unique tent shaper and the interior is 日 comfortable and light luxury star hotel layout.

allowing you to fully enjoy the outdoor luxury experience.

PCI饱 EF泌F『「既址       - COMFC#iAF_F fJA-T ^l

Model IMG Whole size(m) Whole area(m*} doth

Little Touareg tent 4.4*3*235 13.2 Oxford/cotton
Big Touareg tent 5,0*4*3.00 20 Oxford 1 cotton

Fabric mat;900D Oxford. PU Coating( waterproof 5000mm, UV protect 50+(fire resistance 

(CPA^-84 ) US standard, mildew proof. 320g cotton. PU Cgting」waterproof 3(K)0rnnnf 

mikiew prooff UV protect Wind proof: 5-6 level 34'44km/h

Ground she«i: S40g fire-retardant PVCr waterproof 50130mm, mildew proot Moisture 

proof

Support pales: 38*l.Smmgaivanjzed steel pole, door pole: 19* 1.0mm galvanized steel 

pole.

4400

loti a reg inner drawing Touareg dimensions


































